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SeeMore Salutes Runner-up At Lorena Ochoa Invitational   
Sets Course Record in Final Round; Records Eighth 2008 Top 10 Finish 

 
(Franklin, TN – November 19, 2008) The SeeMore Putter Company salutes the runner-
up at the inaugural Lorena Ochoa Invitational, where she set a course record 65 in the 
final round using a SeeMore mFGP putter.     
 
Her record-setting final round featured eight birdies, including a clutch 40-footer on the 
17th hole to move to one shot off the lead. Her second place finish here marked her 
fifth consecutive top 10 and eighth top 10 of the 2008 season.  
 
“We salute this great player on her record-breaking performance in this inaugural 
Lorena Ochoa Invitational, which featured such a 
prestigious field,” says Jim Grundberg, Co-Owner and 
Managing Director of SeeMore Putter Company. “It 
was impressive to see her superior performance here 
and in her incredible eight top 10 finishes this year.  
 
“With this outstanding 2008, we can only expect a 

breakthrough year for her in 2009. We’re excited to be 
part of her ongoing success on the LPGA Tour, and 
wish her the best of luck for next year,” says Grundberg. “Her performance certainly 
validates the SeeMore putting system and the proprietary and proven Riflescope 
Technology alignment system.” 
 
The patented RST alignment system technology allows a golfer to set up the putter 
perfectly each and every time in relation to the intended target line. This is 
accomplished by lining up the black bottom portion of the shaft between two white 
lines and covering a signature red dot on the heel of the top line. The process 
resembles locking radar onto a target.  
 
SeeMore’s newly redesigned website as many new features including videos about the 
proprietary SeeMore putting system and its proven and patented RST alignment 
system as well as news about SeeMore’s remarkable legacy and Tour success. SeeMore 
putters are custom made in Franklin, TN. 
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